Application Contract
Hunter/Client and Tye Lightfoot – New Mexico Outfitter
New Mexico Outfitter 10% Special Drawing Pool Application: 3 Year Contract
This form serves as a New Mexico Outfitter 10% Special Drawing Pool Application contract for
_____________________________________customer, here after referred to as hunter, to be applied under:
New Mexico Outfitter: Tye Lightfoot
Hunter-client:_____________________________________________State of Residency:_____________________________
Printed Name

NM Outfitter Agreement with Hunter/Client
This signed document grants permission from the NM Outfitter to hunter to apply under the NM Outfitter
number, thus allowing said hunter/client to be legally applied in the New Mexico Outfitter 10% Special
Drawing Pool for any of the following big-game species: Elk, Deer, Pronghorn Antelope, Bighorn Sheep,
Barbary Sheep, Oryx, Ibex, and Javalina. Contract shall remain valid for 3 years upon entering into this
agreement.
NM Outfitter agreement with hunter/client
The hunter/client agrees to be applied in the New Mexico Outfitter 10% Special Drawing Pool, under the
above named NM Outfitter. Any hunter/client drawing a license from the 10% pool, by law, must hunt with
the NM Outfitter unless otherwise released in writing by said NM Outfitter. The NM Outfitter shall ensure
that the hunter/client is accompanied by the outfitter or their registered guide for at least two days of hunt.
The hunt must be fully outfitted to include the following at a minimum; lodging, meals and a registered guide
unless otherwise specified in a signed contract following the draw license results. Contract shall remain
valid for 3 years upon entering into this agreement.
All Outfitters shall execute a signed contract with all hunter/clients before the hunt begins, the
contract must be dated, signed by all parties to the contract and shall designate the terms, the
compensation charged and the services to be provided. An outfitter may release a hunter/client to
another qualified registered outfitter provided that the original application contract was valid, in place prior
to the application deadline and only if it is mutually agreed upon by all parties. The release shall be in
writing and shall be signed by all parties.
If hunter/client elects to be released by the NM Outfitter to a registered New Mexico Outfitter of their choice,
hunter/client agrees that it is at their own risk and assumes all liability. Hunter/client recognizes that their
hunting license drawn from the 10% pool is not valid unless they have a written contract with and hunt with
a registered NM Outfitter; those hunter/clients who choose to hunt on their own may be prosecuted for
hunting without a valid license.
Hunter-Client:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature

Dated

NM Outfitter:______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature

Dated

